
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: FAIRVIEW POLYTRACK@2020.09.25 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R40.000, 12:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: FORBIDDEN AFFAIR is battling to win a race but did run a much-improved race last 
time out and has a place. WHAT A CRACKER tends to lack a strong finish but is not out of it. LOTUS 
KING can improve and must be respected. DERI was doing his best work late on debut and should do 
even better this time. OFF PAT is holding her form well and could be the one they all have to catch at the 
finish. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Deri, #13 Off Pat, #7 What A Cracker, #8 Lotus King 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 2, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R40.000, 12:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: RAINCAP did well when runner-up on her local debut. She can go one better this time. 
ARION EXPRESS is battling to get out of the maiden ranks but does like the Polytrack and should 
contest the finish once again. CERELIA is improving and is clearly not out of it. CANA could play a minor 
role. PRANCING OSCAR is improving and has a winning chance. QWEETWO could be the surprise 
package on debut. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Raincap, #5 Arion Express, #13 Prancing Oscar, #8 Cerelia 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 3, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R40.000, 13:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: DUKE OF CARDS has been a bit unreliable of late but does like this surface and is not 
out of it. Stable companion NIPPY SWEETIE has looked good on the Polytrack, winning her last 3 starts. 
BANK ROBBER returns from a lengthy break but must be considered. FOR THE LAST TIME makes his 
local debut and could improve. WINTER TANGO won a nice race last time out and should go close.   
 
Selections: 
#2 Nippy Sweetie, #5 Winter Tango, #9 All The Sevens, #10 Latest Craze 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 4, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R40.000, 13:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: GLOBAL DRUMMER has only been beaten once in his 5 starts and that was when he 
took a trip to the Western Cape. This is his first taste of the Polytrack but that should not really be a 
problem as he is a strong front-runner. The battle behind him should be competitive. BRAZIL NUT has 
won both times he has tried the Polytrack and could be a threat. BOLD DREAMER, FIREVIEW, TIGER IN 
THE SUN and BYRIDGE all have a chance to earn money. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Global Drummer, #5 Tiger In The Sun, #2 Brazil Nut, #3 Bold Dreamer 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 5, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R40.000, 14:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: DI ME is holding form and should be right there at the finish in this small field. PHILOS 
is carded to run on Friday 18 September so that run must be looked at. If she turns up for this, she could 
be the one they all have to beat. DOLPHIN was a surprise winner of his latest start and must be 
considered on that. SEVILLE is well suited to this course and distance and has a winning chance. 
MASTER NEWTON can place. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Di Me, #3 Philos, #6 Seville, #7 Master Newton 
 



Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 6, Gallops, 1800m, Poly, R80.000, 15:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: DAWNBREAKER is battling to regain his best form but is a hard horse to pass when in 
the mood. AMERICAN LANDING is probably a lot better on the turf. Stable companion ROCK ALOE 
remains in very good form and is the one to beat. EARTH HOUR has run some decent races this year 
and should contest the finish once again. CELESTIAL PRINCE has done better over further but has 
made the trip from the Western Cape. BARBERTON SILVER can win. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Rock Aloe, #3 Earth Hour, #9 Barberton Silver, #6 Celestial Prince 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 7, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R40.000, 15:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: A hard race to be confident about finding a winner. MARY MOON has been holding her 
form and must be considered. CLOSE TO MY HEART has a place chance. VIVA LE BLEU is in good 
form and has a winning chance. APPLE MAGIC won well on local debut and must be respected. 
COLORADO SPRINGS is improving and can follow up on her maiden win. RUN FLORIST RUN and 
SHEZA ROCKSTAR have place chances. 
 
Selections: 
#11 Colorado Springs, #1 Mary Moon, #6 Viva Le Bleu, #13 Sheza Rockstar 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 25.09.2020, Race 8, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R40.000, 16:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: A nightmare of a race with mostly out of form horses and runners with moderate form. 
DAI ICHI has made the trip from the Western Cape so must be considered. Trainer Zietsman Oosthuizen 
has a few out of form runners like EDO FURIN and GEOFFREY PALACE that could easily win this race 
on best form. GO DADDY can improve making his local debut. MARKET DAY has been unreliable but 
does have a winning chance. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Dai Ichi, #12 Market Day, #2 Edo Furin, #7 Geoffrey Palace 
 
Best Win: #1 GLOBAL DRUMMER                       
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #1 DAI ICHI                             


